NEW RELEASE CDs  26/4/19

ALDOUS HARDING Designer [4AD] £9.99
JJ CALE Stay Around £9.99
KEVIN MORBY (Woods) Oh My God [Dead Oceans] £9.99

BAND OF SKULLS Love Is All You Love £11.99
BILLIE MARTEN Feeding Seahorses By Hand £9.99
BLABBERMOUTH Hörspiel FEAT. EX MEMBERS OF PUBLIC IMAGE LTD, MEKONS, THE DAMNED & MORE £9.99
CRAIG FINN (The Hold Steady) I Need A New War [Partisan] £9.99
DEAD KENNEDYS DK 40 [3CD] £24.99
DEADBEAT & CAMARA Trinity Thirty [Constellation] £9.99
DJ NATE Take Off Mode [Planet Mu] £9.99
FOXYGEN Seeing Other People [Jagjaguwar] £9.99
GWILYM SIMCOCK Near And Nown £12.99
HARDLINE Life [Frontiers] £12.99
HEATHER WOODS BRODERICK Invitation [Western Vinyl] £9.99
HELMS ALEE Noctiluca [Sargent House] £9.99
IONNA G IKA Thalassa £9.99
JOSEFIN ÖHRN + The Liberation Sacred Dreams [Rocket] £9.99
JOSH RITTER Fever Breaks £9.99
KELLY FINNIGAN The Tales People Tell £9.99
LAMB The Secret Of Letting Go [Cooking Vinyl] £9.99
LAURA CANNELL The Sky Untuned £9.99
MAMMOTH PENGUINS There Is No Fight We Can't Both Win [Fika] £9.99
OTOBOKKE BEAVER Itekoma Hits [Damnably] £9.99
P!NK Hurts 2b Human £9.99
ROSE ELINOR DOUGALL A New Illusion £10.99
SOAK Grim Town [Rough Trade] £9.99
THE FUTURE SOUND OF LONDON Yage 2019 £10.99
THE PEARLFISHERS Love & Other Hopeless Things £9.99

REISSUES

JJ CALE Closer To You £8.99
JJ CALE Guitar Man £8.99
JJ CALE Live £8.99
JJ CALE To Tulsa And Back £8.99
PRINCE Ultimate Rave [2CD + DVD] £22.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Best Of Welsh Folk £8.99
ALDOUS HARDING Designer [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on 4AD] £15.99
THE MOUNTAIN GOATS In League With Dragons [Ltd. Deluxe Colour 2LP + 7" on Merge] FEATURES DRAGON SCALE SLIPCASE + DRAGON LEAGUE MEMBERSHIP CARD £43.99

BILLIE MARTEN Feeding Seahorses By Hand [Ltd. Orange LP] £22.99
CRAIG FINN (The Hold Steady) I Need A New War [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Partisan] £18.99
 DEADBEAT & CAMARA Trinity Thirty [180g 2LP + MP3 + Poster on Constellation] £21.99
FOXYGEN Seeing Other People [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Coloured 2LP on Jagjaguwar] £21.99
HEATHER WOODS BRODERICK Invitation [Ltd. Colour LP + MP3 on Western Vinyl] £18.99
JOSEFIN ÖHRN + The Liberation Sacred Dreams [Ltd Colour LP on Rocket] £18.99
OTOBOKE BEAVER  Itekoma Hits  [Ltd. Colour LP on Damnably]  £17.99  
SOAK  Grim Town [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE 2LP w/ 7" on Rough Trade]  £19.99  

ROLLING BLACKOUTS COASTAL FEVER  In The Capital [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE 7" on Sub Pop]  £5.99  

REISSUES  
JJ CALE  Closer To You  [LP + CD]  £22.99  
JJ CALE  Guitar Man  [LP + CD]  £22.99  
JJ CALE  To Tulsa And Back  [2LP + CD]  £26.99  
MAC MILLER  Blue Slide Park  [2LP]  £18.99  
PRINCE  Rave In2 The Joy Fantastic  [Ltd. Purple 2LP]  £33.99  
PRINCE  Rave Un2 The Joy Fantastic  [Ltd. Purple 2LP]  £33.99  

COMPILATIONS  